Execution Quality Comparison
Stocks
Our exclusive XpressRouter® technology is always on the lookout for price improvement opportunities,
working to get a better price for your order than the National Best Bid or Offer (NBBO) - below the best
offer for buys or above the best bid for sells.
How does it work?
Our goal is your best execution. When routing your order, we seek execution venues that consistently
provide fast fills at prices consistently better than the displayed quote.
If your order executes outside NBBO, we may take action with the market center and request a price
adjustment. Some prices outside NBBO occur due to market volatility or high trade volume. We regularly
review executions to ensure best execution.
For more information view our Execution Quality Comparison FAQs.

Chart data for optionsXpress includes order data for optionsXpress, Inc. and its related international entities, and is calculated
pursuant to SEC Rule 605 and derived from S3 Matching Technologies, a third-party vendor that is not affiliated with optionsXpress,
Inc. The Market Order Price Improvement Chart data is derived from market orders for at least 100 shares and up to 2000 shares
for S&P 500 and NDX 100 securities. The Market/Limit Order Price Improvement Chart data is derived from marketable limit orders
for at least 100 shares and up to 2000 shares for S&P 500 and NDX 100 securities. Price Improvement $ Amount Chart data is
derived from all executed equity orders. Statistics displayed represent market orders with share sizes between 100 to 2000 shares,
excluding pre-opening orders, orders received during locked, crossed, or fast markets, and destination outages.
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Options
Our exclusive XpressRouterSM technology is always on the lookout for price improvement opportunities,
working to get a better price for your order than the National Best Bid or Offer (NBBO) - below the best
offer for buys or above the best bid for sells.
How does it work?
1. We quote all U.S. exchanges simultaneously to find the best possible price for your order.
2. We scour liquidity sources for potential price improvement.
3. We push orders to a broker for manual review if the market is artificially wide (too much space
between the bid and ask).
4. We constantly monitor the exchanges to make sure your order stays in the marketplace for
execution.
5. When a large order exhausts the NBBO quote, we wait for the quote to refresh to avoid blowing
through multiple price levels.
6. Exchanges having technical issues are automatically removed from the router and existing limit
orders are moved to a new exchange.
For more information view our Execution Quality Comparison FAQs.

Chart data for optionsXpress includes order data for optionsXpress, Inc. and its related international entities, and is calculated
pursuant to SEC Rule 605 and derived from S3 Matching Technologies, a third-party vendor that is not affiliated with optionsXpress,
Inc. The Price Improvement $ Amount Per Contract Chart data is derived from all orders which received improvement. The Price
Improvement % Chart data is derived from all market orders which are 50 contracts or less. Statistics displayed exclude pre-opening
orders, orders received during locked, crossed, or fast markets, and destination outages.

optionsXpress Singapore Pte Ltd. (holding a capital markets services license issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore) and
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (Member SIPC) are separate but affiliated companies and subsidiaries of The Charles Schwab
Corporation. Nothing here is an offer or solicitation of securities, products or services by Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. in any
jurisdiction where their offer or sale is not qualified or exempt from registration.
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